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The 3-way joint solution 
offers the power of:

• Red Hat for cloud-native 
applications

• GitLab for an AI-powered 
DevSecOps platform

• BoxBoat, an IBM company,  
for service delivery

Organizations that strive toward accelerated performance and software delivery cycles often face 
layers of complexity. Multiple point solutions increase cost and make it difficult to scale. A lack 
of workflow visibility creates challenges for product teams looking to reduce time to market and 
enhance customer value. On top of that, the plethora of remote work styles, coupled with reductions 
in infrastructure and operations costs, presents difficulties for platform teams trying to establish 
scalable and security-focused DevOps access. 

Red Hat, GitLab, and BoxBoat, an IBM company, offer a joint solution that can help you accelerate 
development, improve efficiency, and meet your business goals. You get the power of Red Hat  
for cloud-native applications, BoxBoat for service delivery, and GitLab for an artificial intelligence 
(AI)-powered DevSecOps platform.

Deliver with speed and security in mind

Application development leaders need to use the best available tools and technologies to  
continuously improve development speed, agility, and security and adequately measure factors 
impacting delivery.

Reduce friction

Red Hat® OpenShift®, a leading hybrid cloud application platform powered by Kubernetes, brings 
together tested and trusted services to help reduce the friction of developing, modernizing,  
deploying, running, and managing applications.

Improve delivery

GitLab provides the most comprehensive AI-powered DevSecOps platform to help you produce 
better, more security-focused software rapidly across the software development life cycle.

Enhance workflows

BoxBoat is a cloud-native system integrator with a Red Hat OpenShift practice that powers business 
transformation, workload modernization, and vendor integration around container platforms with 
deep industry knowledge across the Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF) landscape.

Red Hat, GitLab, and BoxBoat’s joint solution unifies the critical software, service, and consulting 
expertise that helps organizations produce better software at an accelerated pace. 
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Boost efficiency and value

DevSecOps teams must adapt to internal stakeholder needs for efficiently delivered,  
security-hardened digital applications and systems to meet revenue goals and lower time  
to value, thereby avoiding manual, time-consuming multitool development environments. 

Maximize efficiency

Red Hat OpenShift and GitLab can help you code better and scale in less time to maximize  
compute, developer, and operational efficiency and provide a consistent experience across public 
cloud, on-premise, hybrid cloud, or edge architecture.

Increase visibility

GitLab increases visibility across the entire software development life cycle and provides a  
single dashboard with governance, security, and best practices built-in for your entire container 
development workflow.

Strengthen ROI

BoxBoat minimizes time to value by using modern best practices to ensure rapid adoption and a 
more immediate return on investment (ROI) while Red Hat OpenShift and GitLab help eliminate 
costly tool sprawl. 
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About Red Hat
Red Hat helps customers standardize across environments, develop cloud-native applications, and integrate, 
automate, secure, and manage complex environments with award-winning support, training, and consulting services.
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Conclusion

Together, Red Hat, GitLab, and BoxBoat can support your DevSecOps and cloud-native  
application development journey and deliver a powerful continuous integration and continuous  
delivery (CI/CD) platform to build and run your applications. You gain end-to-end analytics, 
improved security and compliance management, and greater collaboration from the entire user  
base for heightened utilization.

About the joint partnership

Red Hat is a trusted leader in open source innovation used by 100% of communications service  
providers, commercial banks, media, and technology companies in the Fortune Global 500.1 GitLab  
is recognized as a 2023 Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ Leader for DevOps Platforms, placing highest  
on the Ability to Execute axis. According to Gartner, “GitLab executes well against its current vision 
and is well-positioned for tomorrow.”2 BoxBoat and IBM Consulting have a deep knowledge of  
technology with strong acumen in management consulting, receiving a top rating in 19 categories  
by Forbes.3

Learn more

 � Red Hat OpenShift

 � GitLab

 � BoxBoat, an IBM company

 1 “Fortune Global 500.” Fortune, September 2022.

 2 Kramer, Ashley. “GitLab named a leader in the 2023 Gartner Magic Quadrant for DevOps Platforms.” GitLab,  
7 June 2023.

 3 Peachman, Rachel Rabkin. “Meet America’s best management consulting firms 2023.” Forbes, 15 March 2023.
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